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Introduction 
There is no simple and easy way to be successful, there are many factors that are in play that 
could either lead to a company’s rise or their downfall. However, this paper will look at how the 
budget of a company/ project can impact its success. The presented hypothesis is that the 
subjects that are able to operate under a smaller budget will be more likely to be considered 
creative, however, it does not mean that the subject will be more financially successful in 
comparison to its competitors. The independent variable, in this case, will be the budget of the 
subject, and the dependent variable is its success and creativity. The hopes this topic is to find 
ways for companies, regardless of their size and reputation, to increase their chances of success.   
Method 
To test this hypothesis, want to keep my focus on two industries: technology, and film. 
Specifically, the tech company that will be analyzed is Apple, who is a company that is valued 
for their creativity and quality (Gho 2015), and the movie corporation that will be looked at is 
21st Century Fox, because they have released many movie franchises as well as stand-alone 
films. The reasons that these two industries were selected are that they are both dependent on 
creativity to succeed. The specific movie franchise that will be looked at is the X-Men franchise 
that started in the year 2000 and still has new releases presently, the most recent one coming out 
in 2016. We examine Deadpool which was their release from 2016. The reason that these movies 
are being compared is that of their homogeneous characteristics, like the fact that they are both 
superhero movies whose source material comes from the same comic book company. Apple 
however, will be judged for its overall yearly performance from 1998-2018, with some attention 
being focused on individual products. The reasons behind choosing these industries are that both 
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of them have budgets that are easily trackable. It will not be difficult to find out how many assets 
are at their disposal if one were to know how much money these companies have at their 
disposal, though knowing the allocation of the budge will not be very easy to find, if possible at 
all. Also, their profits are public information, so one could compare their monetary success to 
their past performances as well as their competitors. If a company is not reaching their financial 
goals, it would be difficult to fund, or in the case of a film producer, to be funded for future 
projects. Not only are their financial information public, but since both Apple and 21st Century 
Fox are both massive companies, there will be a large amount of information regarding how 
employees are treated as well as their working environment. Lastly, there is no shortage of 
reviews from both professional critics as well as the public. As a result, one would be able to get 
an idea of the whether or not a majority of the people who the product is for were satisfied by it. 
This is important because this could affect the sale of future products. If a customer is satisfied 
by the goods or services of a company, they are more likely to return to it, allowing the brand 
loyalty of their consumers to increase. As for the products, there are a few reasons that the focus 
of this paper will be on the success of a select few of the products released by 21st Century Fox, 
but the focus on Apple will be towards the company as a whole. Firstly, both the movies that 
were selected as well as the products that Apple release are all made for a specific target market. 
This is important because this means that all of Apple’s iPhones need to be made to satisfy the 
same demographic of people. If they were to suddenly change their image the current consumers 
would feel as though Apple forgot about them and disassociate themselves from the company. 
However, for 21st Century Fox, they already put out a multitude of different movies for a variety 
of different people and there has not been a significant amount of people who has turned their 
backs on them. However, the X-Men franchise, and other movies similar to that, have a specific 
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demographic that they are trying to appeal to. Just like how romantic comedies and horror 
movies have their target market, so do the comic book action movies.  
Though the term “success” can mean different things to different people, for the sake of this 
research, success will be measured by three categories, the first being the profit made by the 
company. 21st Century Fox will be judged by the profit of individual movies which will be 
calculated by taking each movies revenue from the box office sales and subtracting that by its 
budget. As for Apple, it will be judged off of the profits, as well as their revenue and profit 
growth throughout the years, as stated on their Annual Report. All of the numbers will be 
adjusted for inflation as well.  
Another factor that will be judged is the public support and longevity of the companies and 
their products. These factors will be measured by their reviews and how creative they are. The 
creativity is an important aspect because it has been proven that the more creative a form of 
media is, the more memorable it is (Chen 2017). Hence, one can come to the conclusion that if a 
film is creative, then more people will remember it (hopefully fondly). As for tech companies, if 
they are releasing creative and functional products, then a consumer would be more likely to go 
to them for any future technology related needs since the consumer will remember them better 
than the competitors. Public support and longevity are important because if more people are 
supporting a product, it will make other people interested in it. This could result in more sales for 
either the tech or movie company.  
How the longevity for each company will be specifically measured will rely on five factors. 
The first being the company’s resources. This applies to both the subject’s material/ capital as 
well as their human resources. The next thing that will be looked at is the subject’s business 
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strategy. More specifically, what makes them unique compared to their competitors. The more 
different and creative they are, the better. After that is the Organizational Culture. As Khan  
describes, there are three levels to this. The first level consists of basic parts of the employee’s 
work environment that anyone can see at first glance such as the conditions of the facilities and 
what the dress code of the company is like. The second level is the objectives and values the 
company has. If their values and clear and their objectives are objectives are obtainable, then that 
will benefit the company. The third and final level of a company’s Organizational Culture is the 
feelings, attitudes and assumptions among organizational staff. If the employees are miserable 
working at the company despite it looking fine from the outside, this can negatively affect the 
longevity (Khan 2015).  
The next factor that has an influence on a company’s longevity are the organizational 
systems. This also has three different aspects, the first being quality of their manufacturing 
systems (making products or performing services). The second is the quality of the management 
systems or how well the leaders are running the different aspects of the company. The third 
factor of organizational systems is the communication among other parts within the company. 
The last factor that can help measure the longevity of a company is their innovative 
capability. This means that the higher the ability to make new types of creations the subject has, 
the better their innovative capability. Also, if the company is prepared to survive the constantly 
changing economic climate, that will reflect well towards their innovative capability. 
 For a company to have the highest chance of having longevity, they must excel at all of 
these five factors. However, if they currently do not demonstrate one of these factors and do not 
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show any signs of improving on them, it could have some serious repercussions on their chances 
of being successful in the future. 
“Creativity” is another term that is important to define before continuing this research paper. 
Many industries that judge and rate the creativity of other businesses do so based off of three 
main criteria: novelty, meaningfulness, and originality (Kübler 2012). Novelty is important 
because if a product is new to the consumer, it will attract their attention because they do not yet 
have anything like that. Originality is important for similar reasons to novelty. The best way to 
explain difference between the two is that an unoriginal idea can be reimagined in a novel way. 
An example of this can be seen in the movie Shrek, where the filmmakers took an unoriginal 
concept of a typical fairytales and added novelty by putting a satirical spin on it. Meaningfulness 
is important because it allows the consumer to make sense of what they are subjected to. If there 
is no meaning to something, then it makes it difficult for the consumer to enjoy the product.  
Findings: 21st Century Fox 
By looking at the data, one can find that a similar result had been found for both 
companies. A high budget does not necessarily mean that a product will be successful. In fact, 
there are instances in which a smaller budget could be beneficial to a product. For the case of 21st 
Century Fox, X-Men Days of Future Past, despite having the second largest budget, made the 
most profit out of all of the other movies in the franchise. At first, one could think that this would 
prove my hypothesis false. However, after taking a closer look at the other movies that made the 
highest profits, one would notice a similarity between all of them. Each movie was Bryan Singer. 
With that in mind, the author of the paper had the idea that the budget will only be a significant 
factor of success if the person who is in charge of the budget knows how to efficiently utilize it. 
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For instance, the Deadpool movies, which is also a Marvel comic book movie, made the most 
profit out of all of the X-Men movies, despite them having the lowest starting budget. Even the 
second Deadpool movie, which has nearly double the budget of the first movie, still has the 
second lowest budget out of all of the movies listed and the second highest profit.  
As for the critical success of these movies, the results varied a bit more. The movies 
directed by Bryan Singer were almost all rated the highest out of all of the other X-Men movies. 
However, the two movies that fail to support my claims are X-Men First Class and X-Men 
Apocalypse. This is because First Class has some of the highest ratings out of all of the other 
movies, despite having a different director and the overall lowest profit of all of the movies. 
Also, Apocalypse has the lowest rating out all of the other movies, despite having Singer as the 
director and making the third most profit out of the X-Men movies. As for the Deadpool movies, 
their ratings have stayed consistent within the first two movies. However, one would feel as 
though it is important to note that this franchise is relatively new, and more sequels are said to 
come out in the future. Also, the directors for these two movies were different. This makes it 
difficult to tell the impact that the leader had on success of the final product. 
 
When looking at the longevity of 21st Century Fox as a whole, they have many good 
things going for them. Due to Disney acquiring them in 2017, they can afford to have better 
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quality human and material resources (Snider & Truitt 2018). As for what makes them unique, 
their big competitive advantage is the movie rights that they own such as X-Men, Die Hard, Ice 
Age, Simpsons, etc (Woerner 2017). After looking into their organizational culture through 
different news articles, as well as websites like Glassdoor.com, there has been no major evidence 
of a destructive working environment. Employees have gone on to say things about the company 
like, "Great people to work with" and "It is a big corporation, so you will have good benefits and 
PTO" (Glassdoor 2018). The main downsides that I saw about working there mainly involved 
having a poor work/ life balance, but nothing that drew any red flags. The same comments can 
be made towards their organizational system. There is no public information available that 
negatively comments on them, so it is safe to assume that it is at least satisfactory. Lastly, 21st 
Century Fox’s capability for innovation is nearly unlimited in regard to the types of movies they 
can make. However, all of their franchises have to have some similar qualities to the others, 
without being too similar.  
Findings: Apple 
 If one were to look at Apple’s performance throughout the years, they would notice a bit 
of a difference in the revenue growth during different periods of the company’s existence. In 
Apple’s Annual Reports, one could see that from years 2004 – 2012, there have been very large 
revenue growths. Some of the largest were a 68% increase in revenue from 2004 – 2005, a 66% 
increase from 2010 – 2011, and a 45% increase from 2011 – 2012. After 2012, the revenue 
growth stayed lower than usual, ranging from a high of 28% and a low of -8%, the first drop of 
revenue Apple had since the year 2000 (Apple 2018).  Commented [LPA6]: citation 
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 With further research, one could  notice that the year that Apple’s revenue growth started 
to diminish was the same year that Steve Jobs, the co-founder of Apple passed away. Steve Jobs 
was known for his creativity and innovativeness, this can be seen with products like the iPhone, 
which revolutionized the way people viewed cell phones. Without him, Apple would not have 
become the massive multibillion-dollar company it is today. However, with their current CEO 
Tim Cook behind the wheels, one could believe that Apple will not fail in the near future. This is 
because Apple is already an established company with a very loyal following. 
 
After looking at the factors of longevity of Apple, they also have many good things going 
for them. The have a very large about of resources, with a market capitalization of 803.21 billion 
dollars (Yahoo 2018). They are also very selective hiring process, meaning that they look for 
quality over quantity (Glassdoor 2018). One past employee had one said, regarding Apple’s 
hiring process, “We don't waste time with the dumb" (Edwards 2016). As for what makes them 
unique, their globally recognizable brand image and customer loyalty is a major competitive 
advantage for them. Also, they focus on making their products easy for anyone to use (Bajarin 
2012). While analyzing their organizational culture through different news articles and 
Glassdoor.com, there has been nothing stating that they have a poor work environment. 
Employees have described the company as having a productive environment and to have a strong 
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emphasis on teamwork. The downsides, similar to 21st Century Fox, mainly comments on the 
poor work/ life balance (Edwards 2016). Also, like Fox, there is no public information available 
about their organizational systems, so it is safe to assume that it is at least satisfactory. Lastly, 
Apple’s capability for innovation is nearly is only as limited as the technology will allow it to be. 
However, some criticisms about Apple often focus on how their products are too similar to each 
other and there has been a lack of creativity compared to its competitors. This is the only thing 
that should improve to ensure their longevity. 
Takeaway 
By looking at the data, one can find that a high budget does not necessarily mean that a 
product will be successful. In fact, there are instances in which a smaller budget could be 
beneficial to a product. As Friis and Allan explain in their paper, there are a few benefits a 
smaller budget could have. For instance, a process of artistic creation without any constraints 
would amount to limitless daydreaming. Monetary constraints allow the director to embrace a 
more rational perspective on creativity and artistic behavior (Friis and Allan 2015). It forces the 
creator to become innovative, which can take the product on an interesting route. However, a 
lower budget has its downsides as well. That being the fact that budgeting is often portrayed as a 
management control system that impedes creativity due to the manner in which it reduces 
flexibility, and constrains behavior, feelings of autonomy and freedom, which are considered key 
elements in fostering and implementing new and useful ideas (Chen 2017). However, whether or 
not the budget ends up being a benefit or a hinderance depends on who is working for the 
company. Their attitude towards the development of the product will have an impact on the final 
product. A way to solve this issue would be to make sure that whoever is leading the 
organization has a high level of creativity. It has been shown that a creative leader can positively 
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affect the creativity of their workers (Pan 2013).  The figure below visualized the effect that a 
creative leader’s influence on their team. However, it does not only take a good leader to gain 
success. As the saying goes, “a chain is only as strong as its weakest link”, meaning that the 
whole team needs to work effectively to increase the chances of succeeding. As Mathisen, Gro 
Ellen discovered, there are many other factors that can determine how a team will respond to 
conflicts like a small budget. Factors that can drive the team further are that they all have a 
shared vision of the goal, that they have supervisory support, and that the individuals of the team 
have a sense of belonging. Factors that could act as a barrier to success would be a negative 
attitude throughout the team, a rigid structure, and a team full of people with individualistic goals 
(Mathisen 2011). 
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Conclusion 
With the information gathered, one can conclude that the budget will affect the overall success of 
a product. However, how the product is affected will depend on the creativity level of the person 
in charge. For instance, if the product has a high budget, and the leader has a low amount of 
creativity, then the high budget could improve the final product. This is because the leader can 
rely on the budget to carry them to creating a successful product.  If the product has a low 
budget, and the leader has a low amount of creativity, then the low budget could be a detriment 
to the final product. This is because there is not much for that leader to work with, and the 
mindset of the leader could have a direct effect on their employees. If the product has a high 
budget, and the leader has a high amount of creativity, then the high budget could be a detriment 
to the success of the final product. This is because a creative person could be overwhelmed with 
the possibilities and have nothing to bring them down to Earth. Lastly, if the product has a low 
budget, and the leader has a high amount of creativity, then the low budget could be an asset to 
the final product. This is because the low budget could allow the leader to utilize their creativity 
to come up with innovative ideas that can lead to the success of the company. To get a clearer 
image of this concept, refer to the figure below. It is important to note that correlation does not 
equal causation. It is very possible for a leader with high creativity to greatly succeed with a high 
budget or a leader with low creativity to succeed with a lower budget, and so on. 
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Possible Errors 
While conducting the research for this paper, there were some things that the author 
realized could have compromised me getting statistically significant results. Though one could 
still believe that the conclusion has factual evidence to support it, they should also understand 
that feelings and facts are two separate things.  
The possible errors that the author could have come across are that my sample size for 
both of my subjects being too small. This is bad because a small sample size cannot represent the 
entire population, thereby decreasing the power of the study. The reason that the sample size is 
small because my time and resources are too limited. If the author were to revisit this subject in 
the future, he would focus on more companies along with Apple and 21st Century Fox. The 
author would also try and spread my focus to smaller companies as well. This is because he 
would want to make sure that my finding can apply to as many different companies as possible, 
regardless of their size. 
Another error that could compromise the validity and reliability of my paper is that the 
author could have cherrypicked my subjects due to a conscious or unconscious bias. Meaning 
that he could have picked subjects that he knew supported my hypothesis and ignored ones that 
did not. To fix this, the author could have randomly chosen the subjects and studied those 
instead. 
The third factor that could have negatively affected my results is that the fact that Apple 
and 21st Century Fox are so different that one cannot make claims based on their performances. 
This could be fixed in one of two ways, either only focus on one sector of business-like 
technology or media, or the author could look at many more sectors like real estate, healthcare, 
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theater, etc. Either way could lead to more valid results, but the ladder would be more difficult 
because it would involve learning about each individual sector. 
The last thing that the author thought of that could have made my results invalid are any 
confounding variables that were out of my control as well as the subject’s. This could include 
things like the 2008 recession, which could have lowered the demand of people wanting to go to 
the movies or buy a new Apple product. However, that is just one example, there could be many 
more factors that the author did not consider or could not control that affects the result of my 
findings. 
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